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ABSTRACT

Barley is a major crop worldwide, with Europe producing the greatest share. Beside grains barley plants produce an almost equivalent

amount of straw that in the past was considered as a secondary product of minimal value. Nevertheless, the increasing demand for

renewable materials makes straw, and especially barley straw characterized by the largest content of carbohydrates among cereals, a

valuable product for its potential conversion into biofuels and other products. The OBJECTIVE of BARPLUS is the realization of a dual-

use crop ideotype with improved plant architecture, photosynthesis performance and Nitrogen use efficiency.

RESULTS

During the first half of the experimental plan, BarPLUS has identified genes, alleles and lines needed to increase barley plant biomass,

without penalty on grain yield. This knowledge has been achieved by taking advantage of the unique resources of mutants and exome-

resequencing data available for barley. The genetic material, in combination with modelling and LCA studies, will be used to generate a

dual-purpose barley variety suitable for the agro-climatic and management scenarios predicted for 2030 in Southern (Spain and Italy)

and Central (Germany and Poland) Europe.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The second half of the BarPLUS research plan will be dedicated to:

i) Sequencing-based mapping of mutated genes responsible of the most interesting phenotypes, identified by

Forward Genetics

ii) In silico ideotyping: combining the most relevant traits (and finding optimal “values” for those traits) under

specific environmental and management conditions

iii) Life Cycle Impact Assessment
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TRAITS TO BE IMPROVED FOR A NEW 
DUAL-PURPOSE BARLEY IDEOTYPE

FORWARD- AND REVERSE-GENETICS

Phenotyping of HorTILLUS TILLING population -

field trials in Silesia, Poland, during two

vegetative seasons – the analysis of around 850

M3 lines; ca. 14.400 individual plants

Mutations found in 5 candidate genes by TILLING

approach

IMPROVED PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Phenotipic characterization of seven

photosynthetic mutants

Allelic variants of VDE gene identified by TILLING

approach

INCREASED LEAF SIZE

Phenotipic characterization of three leaf size

mutants: blf1, blf2 and blf3

Exome-capture analysis and SNPs calling is in

progress:

SMALLER LEAF ANGLE AND INCREASED 

NUMBER OF TILLERS: 5 MUTANTS

WT mut
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An example of mutant characterised by: i) erect

leaf angle; ii) Reduced stature; iii) late emergence

iv) late flowering and maturity

FIELD TRIALS IN ITALY AND SPAIN

Field trials have been conducted in Italy and

Spain to estimate:

i) Genetic variation for traits determining

biomass and yield in elite material

ii) Performance of lines selected by Forward- and

Reverse-Genetics
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